COME IN YOUR STRENGTH - With unique and pure natural fragrance frequencies

Transformation essence for the 7 Chakras
BASE CHAKRA The base chakra stands for safety, security and connection to the earth.
All physical, and mental complaints related to the basic chakra. Breath of abundance,
basic needs, physical problems in the lower body, bones, back pain. Do not feel at home
on earth.
SACRAL CHAKRA In case of weak or active second chakra. Women in particular have
blockages here. Lack of creativity and spontaneity. Being sexually receptive and female
strength of the womb. The magic of birth and creation is also resided.

SOLAR PLEXUS Use in case of a closed or over active solar plexus. Unlimited SELF
power and self-awareness. Indicate your boundaries and ensure a healthy balance
between giving and taking. If you can handle your power well, you are submissive to no
one. How are you Handling Authority?

HEART CHAKRA Love in all forms also self-love. Without self-love you cannot receive
love and keep you away at the expense of yourself. Heart, what comes from your heart?
Do you have a loving relationship that is equivalent? Use this fragrance to balance all
forms of love to get your heart chakra to open without fear.

THROAT CHAKRA Communication, what is in your heart but you can’t express. Ex
pressing creative work that comes from yourself. Stand up for yourself and become true to
your own opinion. When will you hear your own truth and be authentic?
To open your throat chakra, too Clean and obtain more power.

THIRD EYE See clearly, the great whole and the bigger picture of life. For an inactive third
eye though Also for an overactive forehead chakra. Related to all organs in this area
discover the Lie. Is in contact with different hormone glands in the head.

CROWN CHAKRA

Connection to the cosmos and higher spheres. Through the crown you
can connect with cosmic guidance such as guides and other higher beings. Ideas and
guidance can help you in finding your life purpose. If you are open to it. Too much energy
from the cosmos can lead to psychological complaints.

KUNDALINI

The power stream, the famous snake, flowing from the base upwards and at
the crest. Down again. To balance the kundalini energy.
Price 10 ml essence € 15,- / £ 14,-

To order online please contact me by telephone or email info@jouwbalanscoach.nl
Alexandra Langeveld - Your Balance Coach / Therapist / Healer / Chakradance www.jouwbalanscoach.nl - T: +34 657 939 635

